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XD with single cutting edge and weld-on teeth XD with triple cutting edge and weld-on teeth XD-Max with triple cutting edge and weld-on teeth 
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As with all Challenge Implements products, our XD and XD Max Skid-Steer 4-in-1 buckets are designed and 
tested by Australians for our tough Australian conditions. Being built from high-quality components & materials 
ensures all our buckets will deliver productive and reliable results for many years to come.

SKID-STEER 4-IN-1 FEATURES

 ○ Bucket sizes including 1730mm, 1850mm  
and 2100mm widths

 ○ Large range of bucket configurations  
including XD heavy-ground engaging bucket  
and the XD Max high-capacity buckets

 ○ 20mm flat-bottom floor and cutting edges made 
from high-strength, wear-resistant steel

 ○ Torsion-beam reinforced bucket design for 
increased rigidity, strength and endurance

 ○ Spill-guard with mesh insert designed for 
improved visibility while minimising debris 
ingress to the rear of the bucket and tilt cylinder

 ○ Grab teeth incorporated into curved grab jaws  
of the bucket

 ○ Challenge-made hitch meeting ISO 24410 
standards suitable for all leading skid-steer 
brands.

 ○ Easy access and steps

ADDITIONAL DESIGN FEATURES

 ○ Fitted-as-standard tilt-cylinder includes locking valve for consistent and controlled movement
 ○ Hi-grade tilt & pivot pins with remote or easy access allowing all bucket pins to be greased while remaining 

attached to the skid-steer machine
 ○ Welded tooth adaptors with replaceable ground-engaging teeth
 ○ Bolt-on and replaceable front, middle and rear cutting edges
 ○ Jaw-lock to ensure a hard, consistent clamp when grabbing & moving with the bucket

SKID-STEER 4-IN-1 SPECIFICATIONS

PRODUCT BUCKET  
WIDTH

LOAD CAPACITY VERTICAL  
MOVEMENT

MASS (KG)
STRUCK HEAPED STANDARD SINGLE C.E. + [TEETH] TRIPLE C.E. + [TEETH]

XD 4-IN-1

1730 0.35m3 0.46m3
Fixed 403 455 [7] 498 [7]

Tilt +/-15° 502 554 [7] 598 [7]

1850 0.38m3 0.49m3 Fixed 420 474 [7] 521 [7]
Tilt +/-15° 520 574 [7] 621 [7]

2100 0.42m3 0.56m3 Fixed 457 518 [8] 571 [8]
Tilt +/-15° 557 618 [8] 670 [8]

PRODUCT BUCKET  
WIDTH

LOAD CAPACITY VERTICAL  
MOVEMENT

MASS (KG)
STRUCK HEAPED TRIPLE C.E. TRIPLE C.E. + [TEETH]

XD 4-IN-1 MAX 2100 0.62m3 0.79m3 Fixed 653 678 [8]
Tilt +/-15° 741 766 [8]
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